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Magnetic domain reversal in ultrathin Co„001… films probed by giant
magnetoresistance measurements

S. P. Li, A. Samad, W. S. Lew, Y. B. Xu, and J. A. C. Bland*
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom

~Received 3 August 1999!

The magnetic domain reversal behavior in an ultrathin Co film with in-plane anisotropy that forms part of a
spin-valve structure has been investigated by giant magnetoresistance and magneto-optical Kerr effect mea-
surements. We demonstrate that minor loops can be used to obtain detailed information on the field-dependent
domain process. 90° domain boundaries are found to be strongly dominant over 180° walls in the demagne-
tized state, but the magnetization reversal process is controlled by 180° domain-wall motion. The 180° walls
are found to undergo multiple jumps mainly due to domain-wall pinning associated with interface roughness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been great interest in developing
perimental methods to investigate the domain structure
its dynamics in ultrathin magnetic films.1–3 There are a num-
ber of techniques that give direct information about the
main structure, for example, transmission electr
microscopy4 ~TEM!, scanning electron microscopy with po
larization analysis5 ~SEMPA!, Kerr effect, magnetic birefrin-
gence, magneto-optical gradient effect,6 magnetic force
microscopy7,8 ~MFM!, the magneto-optical indicator film3

~MOIF! technique, etc. While these direct methods yield i
ages of the magnetic domain structure, indirect meth
based on, e.g., resistance measurements can be more c
nient under certain circumstances~in high fields, very low
temperatures, etc!.

In this paper we use the giant magnetoresistance~GMR!
effect in a spin-valve sample to detect the domain struc
and magnetization-reversal processes in a ferromagnetic
cobalt film. As is well known, the GMR amplitude is pro
portional to cosu in a spin-valve structure, whereu is the
angle between the magnetization direction in adjacent m
netic layers. The relative orientation of the magnetic m
ments in the film under investigation can therefore be e
mated by measuring the GMR amplitude. Co is an import
element widely used in spin-valve sensors,9 and there is con-
tinuing intense interest in the domain structure and reve
behavior in ultrathin films. While many recent investigatio
have focused on the magnetization-reversal process of u
thin Co films with perpendicular anisotropy,1,10 there is cur-
rently a lack of information concerning the magnetic dom
and reversal behavior in fcc Co films with in-plane anis
ropy. In the present work, an epitaxial Cu/Co/Cu/FeNi/
spin-valve structure was grown in order to investigate
magnetic domain and reversal behavior in the fcc 40-Å
layer.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We have grown an epitaxial spin-valve structure, w
nominal composition Si~001!/Cu~700 Å!/Co~40 Å!/Cu~60
Å!/FeNi~60 Å!/Cu~60 Å!. The sample was grown on an HF
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~10!/6871~5!/$15.00
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passivated Si~001! surface at ambient temperature by m
lecular beam epitaxy~MBE! under ultrahigh vacuum condi
tions with a base pressure of;3310210mbar. Prior to the
deposition of the magnetic materials, an epitaxial Cu~001!
layer was deposited on Si~001! as a seed layer by using
Knudsen cell with a typical evaporation rate of;5 Å/min.
Since the lattice mismatch for the Cu@100#iSi@110# is ;6%,
good epitaxy can be obtained on the HF-etched Si~001! sub-
strate. The 700-Å Cu thickness was chosen to be la
enough to improve the epitaxy. FeNi and Co layers w
deposited on the Cu~001! surface using electron-beam
evaporation, and the typical evaporation rate was;1 Å/min.
The pressure increased to;6310210mbar while FeNi and
Co were being deposited and to;331029 mbar during Cu
deposition. The deposition rates were calibrated usin
quartz microbalance, which has an accuracy of;610%. Ep-
itaxial growth was confirmed usingin situ reflection high-
energy electron diffraction~RHEED!. The images obtained
showed that the FeNi and Co layers grew epitaxially in
~001! orientation, where the fcc Co@110# direction corre-
sponds to the Si@100# direction~Fig. 1!. GMR measurements
were carried out using the standard four-point geome
Hysteresis curves were measured using the longitud
magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE!. Each of the GMR and
MOKE loops was measured by applying different field a
plitudes. Before starting each measurement the sample
first saturated by applying a ‘‘positive’’ field of 1800 O
along the Co@110# easy axis~i.e., our measurement direc
tion!. In order to investigate the demagnetized state of the
film, the sample was dc-demagnetized and its magnetore
tance~MR! was measured under small applied field amp
tudes~225–125 Oe!.

Figure 2 shows the GMR loops obtained under differe
external field amplitudes after first saturating along the e
@110# axis. It is clear that loop 1 is a typical minor MR loo
that is related to the magnetic switching of the FeNi lay
whereas the Co layer magnetization is strongly pinned in
initial direction. Its maximum and minimum resistance va
ues correspond to the antiparallel and parallel configura
of the two magnetic layers, respectively. When the appl
field amplitude is increased, the form of the GMR loo
6871 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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changes, as in loop 2. This relates to magnetic switching
the Co layer. For clarity we draw schematically such a GM
loop in Fig. 2~b!. Starting from pointA, where the magneti-
zation of both magnetic layers is parallel, the field is reduc
to a negative value atB, whereupon the magnetization of the
FeNi layer switches and becomes antiparallel to the Co la
er’s magnetization atC. At point D magnetic domains are
formed~this is the point at which the reversal process begin!
in the Co layer. Since the magnetization in both the FeNi a
Co layers is not completely antiparallel~see pointE!, the
GMR value is reduced with respect to the value atC andD.
At position F the magnetization of the FeNi layer switche
parallel to the applied field, whereas the magnetic configu
tion of the Co layer remains as before. At pointH the Co
layer becomes fully single domain again. A similar proce
occurs for loops 3 and 4, but the fraction of the magnetiz
tion in the Co layer that switches increases with increasi
external field amplitude. When the field amplitude is larg
enough the magnetization of the Co layer can fully switc
and a typical GMR loop is obtained.

In order to support the results obtained from GMR w
have measured longitudinal MOKE loops for the same pr
cess, the results of which are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig.
we find the same magnetization reversal process as descr
above: When the field amplitude is relatively small there is
single switch only that is due to the FeNi layer reversal~loop
1!. By increasing the field amplitude~loops 2 and 3! a sec-
ond switch appears, caused by partial switching of the C
layer, and its intensity increases with field amplitude un
the saturation field of the Co is reached~loop 4!. Here we
can see another advantage of using a spin-valve struct
Although the Kerr intensity is expressed as an arbitrary un
we can make a relative comparison of the fraction of the C
layer magnetization switching to the intensity of the FeN
switch, which is approximately constant for each loop. Fi

FIG. 1. RHEED images of the Si substrate, Cu buffer layer, a
magnetic Co and FeNi layers.
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ure 4 shows the MR loop for small field amplitudes~625
Oe! after the demagnetization process@Fig. 4~a!# and a GMR
loop measured at higher field~6580 Oe! @Fig. 4~b!#. The
difference in the observed GMR values at equivalent fie
for the data of Figs. 2 and 4~b! is due to the different ‘‘four-
point’’ measurement systems used in each case. From F
we can see that the change in the MR@Fig. 4~a!# is much
smaller than the change seen in Fig. 4~b!. In Fig. 4~a! the
relative alignment of the layers does not fully switch and
only the anisotropic magnetoresistance~AMR! in the FeNi
layer contributes significantly to the MR loop.

d

FIG. 2. ~a! The GMR loops measured along the Co@110# direc-
tion for different field amplitudes after first saturating along th
direction and~b! a schematic for the loop.
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III. DISCUSSION

A. The 90° domain wall in the demagnetized Co film

In the demagnetized state the magnetic domain wall
the fcc Co film should be mainly 90° or 180° walls due to t
cubic anisotropy.11 While we certainly cannot rule out th
existence of 360° walls completely, we believe the num
of such walls must be small and their contribution can the
fore be neglected. We shall assume that the domain bo
aries are 90° walls and the magnetization directions
equally distributed along the four easy directions^110&. We
consider a Co/Cu/FeNi spin valve in which the Co layer
demagnetized while the FeNi is saturated along the easy
of fcc Co. The resistance of a small area including four
domains is determined by three magnetic configurations:
allel, antiparallel, and perpendicular denoted byr↑↑ , r↑↓ ,
and r' @see Fig. 5~a!#. Assuming the effective-circui
scheme of Fig. 5~a!, the measured resistance can be appro
mately expressed as

R5
R↑↑

2 1R↑↑R↑↓
3R↑↑1R↑↓

1
R↑↑R↑↓1R↑↓

2

R↑↑13R↑↓
. ~1!

R↑↑ andR↑↓ represent the measured resistance when
magnetic moment in the FeNi and Co layers are parallel

FIG. 3. Longitudinal MOKE loops measured along the Co@110#
direction with different field amplitudes after first saturating alo
this direction.
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antiparallel, respectively, the values of which are taken fr
the GMR loop in Fig. 4~b! ~i.e., the maximum and the mini
mum!. With R↑↓;0.2360V, R↑↑;0.2338V, so the total
resistanceR;0.2349V, which agrees well with the experi
mentally observed values@Fig. 4~a!#. This indicates that in
our Co film 90° boundaries are strongly dominant over 18
walls, in agreement with the result by SEMPA.11 The possi-
bility that 180° domain walls are distributed equally alon
the four axes is unlikely for several reasons. If 180° dom

FIG. 4. The magnetoresistance measured for small field am
tudes ~625 Oe! ~a! after demagnetization and~b! a GMR loop
measured at6580 Oe.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the GMR configuration assuming a fl
closure domain structure in the representative area.~a! Co layer in
the demagnetized state.~b! Magnetization-reversal process in
saturated Co layer.
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walls were distributed equally along the four easy axes, t
would give rise to 90° domain walls where they interse
Also, the formation of a 90° wall is more favorable from a
energetic point of view sinceE(180°)52E(90°).11 In the
absence of a strong uniaxial anisotropy, the dominant cu
anisotropy favors the formation of 90° walls.

B. 180° domain-wall motion in the reversal process of Co film

From the GMR loops shown in Fig. 2~a! we can obtain
two important parameters.~i! The height of the curveEF
@Fig. 2~b!# changes continuously with the amplitude of t
external field. This indicates that the reversal area in the
film is continuously changing with field amplitude, i.e., th
reversal proceeds via many magnetization jumps.~ii ! The
curve EF remains horizontal for each loop, which indicat
that the characteristics of the domain structure~e.g., size,
type of wall! does not change with decreasing field for ea
loop measurement, as is typical of domain-wall pinning. T
reversal mechanism is therefore likely to be controlled
180° domain-wall motion. If there is a switch from a 18
wall to a 90° wall with decreasing field~in a given loop! the
curveEF would not be horizontal. However, a question th
arises is whether 90° domains nucleate at low field am
tudes. Our following analysis will show that no such proce
occurs.

Consider a small area of Co layer including a 180° d
main with the FeNi layer saturated as shown in Fig. 5~b!.
The measured resistanceR represented by curveEF can be
expressed as

R5~12Ak!R↑↓1
AkR↑↑R↑↓

R↑↑1Ak~R↑↓2R↑↑!
, ~2!

wherek is the reversal fraction. Ask→0, R5R↑↓ , and as
k→1, R5R↑↑ . Using Eq.~2! and our experimental values o
R obtained under different field amplitudes, we can obtai
relationship between the reversal fractionk and field ampli-
tude ~Fig. 6, curve 1!. From the longitudinal MOKE mea
surement one can obtain a similar relationship~curve 2!. For
curve 2,k is obtained usingk5(I Py

S /I Py)I Co, where I Co is
the height of the Co switch on the normalized loop measu

FIG. 6. The relationship between the reversal fractionk and field
amplitude. Curve 1—prediction based on a model assuming 1
domain-wall motion~see text!. Curve 2—experimental result from
MOKE measurements.
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at a given field amplitude.I Py
S and I Py are the height of the

FeNi switch on normalized loop measured under satura
and arbitrary field, respectively. The two curves coinci
with each other very well, indicating that the assumption
reversal occurring by 180° domain-wall motion is correct

C. Domain-wall pinning by interface roughness

Either domain nucleation or wall pinning can control th
reversal mechanism of the Co film. The dominant mec
nism can be evaluated from the evolution of the hystere
loops with increasing field amplitude. For the nucleati
mechanism the coercivity increases with external field a
plitude @Fig. 7~a!#, while for the wall-pinning mechanism th
coercivity does not change with external field as shown sc
matically in Fig. 7~b!.12 In our case the MOKE loop evolve
with external field, approximately as in the latter case~see
Fig. 3!, indicating domain-wall pinning, even though there
a slight increase in coercivity with field. .

The growth of a Co film on a Cu~001! surface has been
shown to be almost layer-by-layer growth.13 With such
layer-by-layer growth the defects that pin the domain-w
motion are likely to be at the interface~both the bottom and
top surface of the Co layer!. For an ultrathin Co film, the
Néel domain wall is so thin14 ~;50 Å! that a small defect can
play an important role in the wall pinning. To verify thi
assumption we need to evaluate the size of the defect

FIG. 8. A schematic of the roughness at the interfaces. B
bottom and top interfaces have the same roughness because
layer-by-layer growth mechanism. There are small peaks
trenches with an average radiusr and lateral distancej at the inter-
faces.

0°

FIG. 7. Schematic of two kinds of hysteresis loops when
hysteresis behavior is controlled by~a! nucleation and~b! wall pin-
ning.
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wall pinning and then compare with the interface roughne
We use a simple model of the surface structure~Fig. 8!: On
the bottom Cu layer there are small peaks and troughs
an average radiusr and lateral distancej. Because of layer-
by-layer growth the same roughness configuration is
pected at the top Cu/Co interface. We will use Kerste
inclusion theory15 because of its simplicity. This theor
yields the following expression for the coercivity:

HC5
1.2 f 2/3E

MSr
, ~3!

whereE is the domain-wall energy density,f is the volume
fraction occupied by the inclusions,r is the radius of the
inclusions, andMS is the saturation magnetization of C
Although in this model the inclusions are assumed to
large compared with the domain-wall width, for very sm
defects it can still apply.16 For the ultrathin Co film the do-
main wall is of Néel type and its total wall energy density
expressed by adding the exchange, anisotropy, and mag
static contributions:

E5AS p

d D 2

d1 1
2 dk1S pdt

d1t D MS
2, ~4!

whereA is an exchange stiffness,d is the wall width,K is the
anisotropy constant, andt is the film thickness. For fcc Co
~Ref. 11! A51.331026 erg/cm, K56.33105 erg/cm3,
MS(fcc)5MS(hcp!51431 emu/cm3. Neglecting both the ex-
change and anisotropy contribution, we obtain

HC5
1.2p f 2/3dtMS

r ~d1t !
. ~5!

From the roughness model shown in Fig. 8, we obtain
volume fractionf 54pr 3/3j2t, and substituting into Eq.~5!
gives
s.
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HC5
9.8drM St1/3

~d1t !j4/3 . ~6!

For our Co filmt;40 Å, d;50 Å, HC;100 Oe, and we can
takej;100 Å as the lateral correlation length in the Co/C
system.14 Hence we obtain the value ofr as;1 Å, which is
in agreement with the experimental value of the interfa
width in fcc Co/Cu.14 The magnetization jumps in theM-H
loop can be explained by the variation in the value ofr
associated with the interface structure.

If t!d, then Eq.~6! becomes

HC5
9.8rM S

j4/3 t1/3. ~7!

The thickness dependence ofHC is dependent on the system
under consideration, for instance,16 HC;t in Fe. The thick-
ness dependence ofHC described in Eq.~7! is very weak
(;t1/3), and it can therefore explain why the coercivity o
ultrathin Co/Cu~001! shows little variation with thickness.14

Although the interface roughness plays an important role
the 180° wall pinning, it does not exclude other mechanis
such as bulk defects and grain boundaries.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the magnetic domain configuration a
magnetization-reversal processes in a ferromagnetic fcc
balt film, with in-plane anisotropy, by GMR and MOKE
methods. In the Cu/Co~40 Å!/Cu~001! film studied, 90° do-
main boundaries strongly dominate over 180° walls in t
demagnetized state, but the magnetization-reversal proce
controlled by 180° domain-wall motion. The 180° walls a
found to undergo multiple jumps mainly due to domain-wa
pinning associated with interface roughness.
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